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ELA Remote Learning Videos: Grade 7 Week 2 Teacher Summary Packet
This video series is adapted and designed to provide asynchronous instruction for remote learning. The
series of lessons—five per week—provides asynchronous instruction for students and then time for
synchronous wraparound support from the classroom teacher between lessons. Each video lesson is
approximately 20–30 minutes in length.
Each week’s materials include a teacher-facing summary packet and a student-facing support packet.
The student packet includes directions teachers can customize in communications with their students
and contains all the materials needed to interact with the lesson as well as independent practice.
This week’s instruction focuses on the following:
• Lesson 6: The development of the adolescent brain and its ability to adapt to its environment.
• Lesson 7: Analyzing the impact of the “digital revolution” on adolescent brains and behavior.
• Lesson 8: Exploring the adaptability of humans in response to their environment.
• Lesson 9: Analyzing the effects of video games on the brain.
• Lesson 10: Close reading “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
Instruction will use the following Tennessee ELA standards in order to build knowledge about oral
traditions, symbolism, and building communities through Native American culture:
• 7.L.VAU.4 - Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and
phrases based on 7th grade-level text by choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
a. Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or a phrase.
b. Use common grade-appropriate morphological elements as clues to the meaning of a
word or a phrase.
• 7.RI.KID.1 - Analyze what a text says explicitly and draw logical inferences; cite several pieces of
textual evidence to support conclusions.
• 7.RI.KID.2 - Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of
the text; provide an objective summary.
• 7.RI.CS.5 - Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including how the major
sections contribute to the whole and to the development of the ideas.
• 7.RI.IKI.7 - Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia version of a text,
analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the subject.
• 7.RI.RRTC.10 - Read and comprehend a variety of literary nonfiction throughout the grades 6-8
text complexity band proficiently, with a gradual release of scaffolding at the high end as
needed.
• 7.W.RW.10 - Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
The lessons follow a four-part cycle: (1) opening, (2) work time, (3) closing and assessment, and (4)
homework. Most of the time one video lesson is one complete cycle, but in some cases a cycle is split
between two video lessons. The asynchronous videos do not cover all elements of each written lesson.
The tables below show which elements are in each video and which can be used by the teacher for
synchronous supports.

Lesson 6
Lesson Element Inclusion in the Video
The video uses this
Opening
section but partially
merges it with the
Work Time section.
Work Time
Sections A and B are
adapted from a
traditional assessment
into a teacher
modeling of an analysis
of the text. Teacher
uses “Analyzing the
Main Idea and
Supporting Details:
Partner Practice
(Answers, for Teacher
Reference)” and “MidUnit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing
‘Development of the
Young Brain’ (Answers,
for Teacher
Reference)” documents
to model video
analysis. Part III of the
assessment, the
multiple choice
questions, are not
included.

Notes for the Teacher
Consider adding follow-up activity to homework for
lesson 5.

Closing and
Assessment
Homework

Not included.

N/A

This section is included.

This homework assignment is extensive so teacher may
consider to adapt one of the activities into instruction.

Consider integrating opportunities for students to
complete activities in pairs or groups.
Teacher may also decide to use the multiple choice
questions in Part III of the assessment as an instructional
or assessment tool.

Lesson 7
Lesson Element Inclusion in the Video
Opening
The video did not
include this activity.

Notes for the Teacher
Consider identifying independent reading books for
students to read as a supplement to their knowledge
building in these lessons.

Work Time

Closing and
Assessment

Homework

The video uses the
following bullet points
from section A: 1-4 and
6-8. The Digital
Revolution Text
Structure graphic
organizer is used in the
next lesson.
Section B is also used in
the next lesson.
The activities in this
section are used in the
next lesson.
In lieu of these
activities, the teacher
reviewed in detail the
students’ homework
with Neurologist’s
Notebook #5.
The video did not
include these activities.
An alternate
assignment was
included instead.

Consider showing more examples of abstracts and
introductions and the differences between them.

Consider checking students’ homework and their answers
prior to this activity to determine whether they
adequately understood the introduction.

Consider supplementing homework with independent
reading assignment.

Lesson 8
Lesson Element Inclusion in the Video
Opening
This section was not
used for this lesson.
Work Time
The video uses the
following bullets from
Section A: 5 and 9-11.
The majority of the
video uses the
resources found in
section B.
Closing and
Assessment

The video includes all
of the activities in this
section.

Notes for the Teacher
N/A
Consider displaying the graphic organizer to provide
visual support.
Discussion activities could be integrated to provide
opportunity to uncover more layers of the text and make
applications.
Consider providing further support for understanding
vocabulary terms and unpacking difficult syntax.
Consider including the partner discussions as this is an
important strategy to help them process the material.

Homework

The first bullet was
included but the
second bullet was not.

Consider including independent reading activities to
support knowledge building in the unit.

Inclusion in the Video

Notes for the Teacher

The video includes the
section A activities but
excludes discussion
and bullets 4 and 5.
The video includes the
section A activities but
excludes discussion.
Section B activities are
not included, with the
exception of the
“Students and
Technology: Constant
Companions” video.
This was included at
the end of the lesson
(just prior to
homework slides) with
a brief reflection.
The Thinking Logs are
not included in the
lesson.
Students were
assigned the first bullet
but not the second
bullet.

Consider adding the bullets 4-5 activities as a
supplement.

Inclusion in the Video

Notes for the Teacher

The video did not use
sections A and B of the
Opening as it involved
a Quiz-Quiz-Trade
activity.

Consider using sections A and B if you are able to interact
with larger groups of students.

Lesson 9
Lesson
Element
Opening

Work Time

Closing and
Assessment
Homework

Teacher could add section B activities if there is an
opportunity for a Gallery Walk or an adaptation thereof.
Protocols such as a Gallery Walks are an engaging
opportunity for students to reflect on their own learning.
Developing reflection supports all students, but research
shows it supports struggling learners most.

Consider including Thinking Logs activity.

Consider including independent reading activities to
support comprehension.

Lesson 10
Lesson
Element
Opening

Work Time

Closing and
Assessment

Homework

The teacher reviewed
the learning targets
himself instead of
using section C
activities.
The video begins with
Work Time and
includes activities from
Sections A and B. The
pairing activity was
converted into a thinkaloud.
The video does not
include the Thinking
Logs in Section A.
Instead, it begins with
Section B - Adding to
the Brain Development
Anchor Chart. The
partner discussion is
converted into a
teacher think-aloud.
The note card activity
at the end of Section B
is not included.
In lieu of the
independent reading
assignment, the
teacher created an
alternate assignment
included in the PPT.

Consider including pairing students for the Closing
activities.
If students are struggling with vocabulary terms,
integrate vocabulary extension activities.

Consider including the Thinking Logs in Section A and the
Note Card Activity from Section B.

Consider supplementing homework with independent
reading assignment.

Lessons
6, 7, and 8

Grade 7: Module 4A: Unit 1: Lesson 6
Close Reading: Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution
and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
Exempt third-party content is indicated by the footer: © (name of copyright holder). Used by permission and not subject to Creative Commons license.

GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Long-Term Targets Addressed
I can cite several pieces of text-based evidence to support an analysis of informational text.
I can determine a theme or the central ideas of informational text.
I can read above-grade-level texts with scaffolding and support.
I can use a variety of strategies to determine the meaning of unknown words or phrases.

Supporting Learning Targets

Ongoing Assessment

• I can determine the main idea of Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution.”

• Homework: Summarize Your Learning (from Lesson 5)

• I can use a variety of strategies to figure out the meaning of new vocabulary.

• Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent
Brain Evolution” text-dependent questions

• I can read above-grade-level texts with support.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Agenda

Teaching Notes

1. Opening

• In this lesson, students continue to read excerpts of the “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent
Brain Evolution.” See Teaching Notes from Lesson 5 and the Module Overview to see the rational
behind this text. Today’s excerpt explores the adaptability of the brain to the new digital environment.
This could be the major premise of a student on the position paper in Unit 3. Taking enough time to add
to the anchor chart will support students in using this reasoning in their writing.

A. Book Frenzy (13 minutes)
2. Work Time
A. Introducing the Digital Revolution (7 minutes)
B. Excerpt 2: Text-Dependent Questions (20 minutes)
3. Closing and Assessment
A. Adding to the Anchor Chart (5 minutes)
4. Homework
A. Catch up on any reading from the first part of this
unit.
B. Read your independent reading book.

• “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” is a challenging text. Reading complex
texts with the proper scaffolding can increase students’ stamina. To help students be successful, you
should read each excerpt aloud twice. You will have the opportunity to model strategies for attacking
difficult texts—like identifying vocabulary, paraphrasing long sentences, and rephrasing the main idea.
The vocabulary work will help students progress. The close reading and text-dependent questions in this
lesson will guide students to identify the main ideas of the article that are most relevant to their position
paper in Unit 3.
• Collect the “Summarize Your Learning” homework from Lesson 5 and use it to identify students who
may need some additional instruction to understand the basics of brain development before moving on
to how brain science relates to the digital revolution. This is foundational learning that they will need in
order to be successful throughout the remainder of this unit and in Units 2 and 3.
• In this lesson and the following lessons, students listen to a multimedia feature that is linked
thematically to the day’s reading. These powerful testimonies from real teenagers are an engaging entry
point for students.
• In addition, students add their learning to the Brain Development anchor chart. They continue to add to
the chart with “if/then” statements. Help students understand that the conclusions from brain research
that they will read about are theoretical correlations, not necessarily statements of definitive facts or
causations. Their use of words like “may” and “it seems reasonable” when making “if/then” statements
will help reinforce this point. This practice with reasoning skills will be very valuable when students
write the position paper in Unit 3.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Agenda

Teaching Notes (continued)
• In this lesson, students launch their independent reading for this module with a Book Frenzy. Prepare
for the Book Frenzy by laying out books from the Recommended Texts list (in the Module Overview) on
multiple tables so students can easily browse the selections. Use your professional judgment and
experience when pairing books with this module. Many popular coming of age stories will fit well with
the content of this module and may help the students think about the characters and the brain science
in a new light. This lesson assumes that independent reading projects have been launched in previous
modules and that a structure is in place before this lesson. Please see two separate stand-alone
documents on EngageNY.org: The Importance of Increasing the Volume of Reading and Launching
Independent Reading in Grades 6–8: Sample Plan, which together provide the rationale and practical
guidance for a robust independent reading program. You may wish to spend time before this lesson
reviewing the independent reading materials and the recommended texts so they can better meet your
students’ needs.
• In Lesson 7, students will revisit the Gallery Walk from Lesson 1. Be prepared with those materials.
• In advance:
– Ready the books for the Book Frenzy. For a list of recommended books, see the Module Overview
document.
– Load the multimedia feature from the New York Times Web site and be sure you can locate the audio
under “Needing to Answer That Text: Allison Miller”:
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/21/technology/20101121-braininteractive.html?ref=technology.
– Preview the Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” Close Reading
Guide.
– Post the following question from Excerpt 1 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution”: “What are the implications, for good or ill, of the dramatic changes in the way adolescents
spend their time?” Leave this posted for the remainder of Unit 1.
• Post: Learning targets.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Lesson Vocabulary

Materials

theorized, abstract, brain plasticity;
(from Excerpt 2): adaptable, vessels
orbiting, entail (section 1), epigenetic,
noteworthy (section 2), plastic brain
(section 3), advent, physiology (section
4), specialized, gray matter volume,
trajectory, cortical gray matter volume,
complementary (section 5)

• Independent reading books (various titles; one per student; see Teaching Notes)
• Digital projector
• “Students and Technology: Constant Companions” (multimedia feature;
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/21/technology/20101121-brain-interactive.html?ref=technology)
(From The New York Times, November 20, 2010 © 2010 The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used by permission and
protected by the Copyright Laws of the United States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or retransmission of this
Content without express written permission is prohibited.)
• Document camera
• Digital Revolution Text Structure graphic organizer (one to display)
• Posted question from Excerpt 1 (see Teaching Notes, “in advance,” above)
• Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” (one per student)
• Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” text-dependent questions (one per student; one to
display)
• Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” Close Reading Guide (for teacher reference)
• Domain-Specific Vocabulary anchor chart (begun in Lesson 1)
• Model Domain-Specific Vocabulary anchor chart (for teacher reference)
• Brain Development anchor chart—student version (begun in Lesson 2)
• Brain Development anchor chart (begun in Lesson 2)
• Model Brain Development anchor chart (for teacher reference)
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Opening

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Book Frenzy (13 minutes)
• Display an assortment of independent reading books for students to examine and choose from, ideally including some
of the titles from the Recommended Texts lists for this module. Consider brief teacher book talks of those titles related to the
module.
• Give students time to browse and “shop” for books and to select a few titles to try out.

Work Time

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Introducing the Digital Revolution (7 minutes)
• Using a digital projector, cue up the multimedia feature “Students and Technology: Constant Companions.”

• Graphic organizers engage students
more actively and provide the
necessary scaffolding especially
critical for learners with lower levels
of language proficiency and/or
learning.

• Play the audio under “Needing to Answer That Text: Allison Miller.” The audio is about 1 minute, 30 seconds long. Then ask:

* “How does what this young woman is saying relate to the reading you did last night?”
• Listen for students to understand that she is an example of a “digital native.” She typifies someone who is immersed in
modern technology.
• Explain that over the next couple of lessons they will continue reading excerpts of “The Digital Revolution and the
Adolescent Brain Evolution,” the first of which they read for homework. They will not read the entire text; rather, they will
read excerpts that are most relevant to their performance task for this module. This is a difficult text that asks a lot of
questions about “digital natives”—like this young woman and also themselves. The author of this text is Dr. Jay Giedd, the
researcher featured in the video they watched in Lesson 5. Though the article was written for other researchers, students will
be able to read it as well, with support. Explain to students: “This is a good introduction to the kinds of reading and writing
people do after they are out of school. If you become a scientist, you may write or read texts just like this.”

• Guiding questions provide
motivation for student engagement
in the topic and give a purpose to
reading a text closely.

• Use a document camera to display the Digital Revolution Text Structure graphic organizer. Point out that this
graphic organizer lays out the different sections of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution.”
• Ask the students to note from the graphic organizer that this text is structured very similarly to the other informational texts
they have read. Point out:

* “Research papers have two introductions—an abstract and an introduction. The abstract is a summary of the major points
of the article, and the introduction is the place where the writer explains the main idea of the paper.”
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

• Point out that they read the introduction last night in Excerpt 1 for homework. Ask:

* “What was difficult about the assignment? What was easy?”
• Listen for students to say the vocabulary was difficult and reading a long list of statistics was difficult. But finding the main
idea was easier because the author said it outright.
• Draw students’ attention to the posted question from excerpt 1, which the author poses at the end of the introduction
(Excerpt 1 from homework): “What are the implications, for good or ill, of the dramatic changes in the way adolescents
spend their time?”
• Tell students that throughout “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution,” the author goes on to explain the
relevant experiments and findings in education, entertainment, and social interaction, as noted on the graphic organizer.
Tell students that they will not be reading from the education section because their final position paper centers on
entertainment screen time, but they will read excerpts from the other sections. Read the questions listed in each supporting
detail box.
• Explain that in the conclusion, Dr. Giedd writes very clearly that because this issue is so new and the research is so new,
nobody really knows for sure the answer to these questions. He urges more research be done. Over the course of the module,
students will grapple with these big and important questions.
• Indicate that in today’s lesson, students will read some of the background of this issue. Then, in Lessons 7 and 8, they will
read excerpts from the entertainment and social interaction sections.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

B. Excerpt 2: Text-Dependent Questions (20 minutes)
• Ask a student to read the learning targets:

• Hearing a complex text read slowly,
fluently, and without interruption or
explanation promotes fluency and
comprehension for students: They
are hearing a strong reader read the
text aloud with accuracy and
expression, and are simultaneously
looking at and thinking about the
words on the printed page. Be sure
to set clear expectations that
students read along silently in their
heads as you read the text aloud.

* “I can determine the main idea in Excerpt 2 of ‘The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution.’”
* “I can use a variety of strategies to figure out the meaning of new vocabulary.”
* “I can read above-grade-level texts with support.”
• Explain that they will answer a set of text-dependent questions to help them read this above-grade-level text.
• Distribute Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution.” Also distribute and display
the Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” text-dependent questions.
• Work through this handout in concert with the Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution” Close Reading Guide.
• Be prepared to add to the Domain-Specific Vocabulary anchor chart during this activity. Use the Model DomainSpecific Vocabulary anchor chart (for teacher reference) for guidance.
• Give students specific positive feedback for their work grappling with a difficult text.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6
Close Reading:
Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Closing and Assessment

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Adding to the Anchor Chart (5 minutes)
• Invite students to retrieve their Brain Development anchor chart—student version and focus their attention on the
class Brain Development anchor chart.

• Allowing students to discuss with a
partner before writing or sharing
with the whole class is a low-stress
strategy to help them process in a
risk-free situation.

• Explain that you would like to summarize the main idea of the reading today in the “So what?” column of the anchor chart.
Refer to the Model Brain Development anchor chart (for teacher reference) as needed. Consider modeling this
way:
– Circle one of the quotes from the neurons column that explains synaptic pruning and write in the last column: “If the
brain is branching and pruning in adolescence, then it is highly adaptable.”
• Ask students to turn and talk with a partner to articulate another “if/then” statement from the reading.
• After a few minutes, add the class thinking to the anchor chart. Remind students to add to their own anchor chart. Be sure to
add:
– “If it adapted in the past, then it may adapt today. If it is adaptable, then it may be able to adapt to the digital world.”
• Stress the word “may” and remind students that Dr. Giedd and other researchers have theorized—that is, made an educated
guess—that this is true. Ask:

* “According to what you read last night, what is the difference between the adaptation of today and the adaptation of the
past?”
• Prompt by reading this quote from Excerpt 1: “Might the unprecedented rate of change itself overwhelm adaptive
mechanisms?” Read this several times. Ask a student to simplify it. Listen for students to understand that the digital
environment is changing much faster than the environment has ever changed before.

Homework

Meeting Students’ Needs

• Catch up on any reading from the first part of this unit.
• Read your independent reading book.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Digital Revolution Text Structure Graphic Organizer
Abstract (This is a special feature of science writing. It’s a brief summary of the issue, the
research, the findings, and the recommendation.)

Introduction
(This is where the main idea or issue is introduced.)
What is the issue this paper will examine?
What are the questions that drive the research and inquiry?

History
(This is where the author gives relevant history to the
issue or past experiments.)
What is relevant history of this issue?
How does this relate to what I already know about the
brain?

Supporting Idea: Education
(These boxes are where the author
examines research findings in key
areas relating to the main idea.)

Supporting Idea: Entertainment
Why is it significant that video
games increase dopamine levels in
the brain?
What is a potential problem of
humans spending attention on
entertaining activities that raise
dopamine levels to artificial levels?

Supporting Idea: Digital
Revolution-Social
Why is the human brain a “social
brain”?
What skills does a human being
need in order to understand
another person?

Conclusion
(In a science article, the conclusion is where the author interprets the research or findings, makes a claim, and suggests
further areas of study. Remember, scientists use evidence to hone existing questions or create new ones—not necessarily to
come up with “the answer.”)
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
Name:
Date:

From “The Adolescent Brain: Evolution and Neurobiology”

Gist Notes and Vocabulary

(1) Humans, on the other hand, are remarkably adaptable. We
can survive everywhere from the frigid North and South poles to
the balmy islands on the equator. With technologies developed
by our brains we can even live in vessels orbiting our planet.
Survival skills in cold climates may entail learning how to find
shelter and obtaining nutrients from hunting. In tropical
climates it may be more a matter of avoiding certain predators
or identifying which fruits are edible and which are toxic.

Vessels orbiting =
Entail =

(2) The changes in demands across time are as striking as the
changes across geography. Ten thousand years ago, a blink of an
eye in evolutionary terms, we spent much of our time securing
food and shelter. Modern humans now spend relatively little
time and energy obtaining calories (a factor that may, through
epigenetic or other factors, be related to earlier puberty and
greater height/weight). Instead many of us spend the majority
of our waking hours dealing with words or symbols—a
particularly noteworthy departure given that reading, which is
approximately 5,000 years old, did not even exist for most of
human history.

Epigenetic = change in the
function of cells that is not due to
changes in the DNA

(3) Having a highly plastic brain is particularly useful during
the second decade, when the evolutionary demands of
adolescence—being able to survive independently and
reproduce—rely critically on the ability to adapt.

plastic brain= plastic here means
“able to be changed”
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
From “The Adolescent Brain: Evolution and Neurobiology”

Gist Notes and Vocabulary

(4) Insight into the neurobiology of the developing brain has
been greatly enhanced by the advent of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), which allows exquisitely accurate pictures of
brain anatomy and physiology without the use of ionizing
radiation.
(5) After puberty the brain does not mature by growing larger; it
matures by growing more specialized. Gray matter
volumes during the first three decades of life follow an
inverted “U” shaped developmental trajectory with peak size
occurring at different ages in different regions. Total cortical
gray matter volume peaks at around age 11 in females and 13
in males. The complementary mechanisms of
overproduction/selective elimination allow the brain to
specialize in response to environmental demands.

advent—the invention of
physiology—the way the brain
function

Specialized = more suited to a
specific purpose
Gray matter volume = how many
synapses there are in the brain
Trajectory = path
Cortical gray matter volume—how
much gray matter there is in the
brain
Complementary =

Geidd, Jay N., M.D. "The Digital Revolution and Adolescent Brain Evolution." National Center for Biotechnology Information. National Institute of Health, 5 Aug.
2012. Web. <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3432415/>
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Text-Dependent Questions
Questions

Notes

In section 1, Dr. Giedd writes,
“Humans, on the other hand, are
remarkably adaptable.”
1. What does it mean to be adaptable?

2. What evidence does he give to
support this statement?

Later in section 1, Dr. Giedd gives
another example of adaptation.
3. He says that humans used to spend
all their time trying to find food, but
now we spend our time doing what?

4. How is this an example of being
adaptable?

5. How might being adaptable in the
past relate to the “digital
revolution” you read about last
night?
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Text-Dependent Questions
Questions

Notes

In section 3 Dr. Giedd writes: “Having
a highly plastic brain is particularly
useful during the second decade, when
the evolutionary demands of
adolescence—being able to survive
independently and reproduce—rely
critically on the ability to adapt.”
6. How might having a brain that is
changing be necessary for someone to
adapt?

7. Is Dr. Giedd saying that a teenager is
more adaptable than an older person?
Explain your thinking with evidence
from the text.
In section 5, Dr. Giedd explains a
process you know a lot about. He is
talking about myelination, synaptic
branching, and pruning. He says, “The
complementary mechanisms of
overproduction/selective elimination
allow the brain to specialize in
response to environmental demands.”
8. Why would both overproducing and
cutting back on synapses make a brain
more adaptable?
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Total time: 20 minutes
Questions

Close Reading Guide

In section 1 Dr. Giedd writes,
“Humans, on the other hand, are
remarkably adaptable”

(7 minutes)
Read through the excerpt once.

1. What does it mean to be adaptable?

2. What evidence does he give to
support this statement?

Then reread Paragraph 1 (it is separated into two chunks
on the paper; read them both). Clarify any vocabulary in
this section.
Ask the questions one at a time. For each question, ask
students to think individually and then raise their hands
when they know the answer. When most of the class has a
hand up, cold call on several students to share out.

Later in section 1, Dr. Giedd gives
another example of adaptation.
3. He says that humans used to spend Listen for students to say:
all their time trying to find food, but 1. To be able to figure out ways to survive in whatever
now we spend our time doing what?
environment you are in.
2. He says that people can live in extremely different
environments—like space, the cold, and the tropics.
4. How is this an example of being
3. We spend our time reading and decoding symbols.
adaptable?
4. We have changed our intellectual abilities according
to what we need to be able to do.
5. Answers will vary. People’s brains will have to be
5. How might being adaptable in the
adaptable to be able to handle the “gusher of
past relate to the “digital
information.” The past indicates that we will.
revolution” you read about last
night?
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Questions

Close Reading Guide

In section 3, Dr. Giedd writes: “Having
a highly plastic brain is particularly
useful during the second decade, when
the evolutionary demands of
adolescence—being able to survive
independently and reproduce—rely
critically on the ability to adapt.”

(4 minutes)
Reread Paragraph #2. Clarify any vocabulary. Explain that
“plastic” is a technical term. Add it to the DomainSpecific Vocabulary anchor chart along with brain
plasticity.

6. How might having a brain that is
changing be necessary for someone
to adapt?
7. Is Dr. Giedd saying that a teenager’s
brain is more adaptable than an
older person? Explain your thinking
with evidence from the text.
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Explain to students the subordinate clause starting with
“being” modifies “evolutionary demands of adolescence.”
They could simplify that sentence by skipping this part and
repeating “evolutionary demands of adolescence rely on
the ability to adapt.” Ask a student to rephrase the
sentence further into simpler words.
Remind students that they have read in several texts that
the environment and behavior shape the brain.
Listen for students to say:
6. If someone’s brain is changing, then it can be shaped to
be perfectly suited to the environment it is in.
7. Yes, because their brains can change more easily while
an older person’s brain will change more slowly.
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Excerpt 2 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Questions

Close Reading Guide

In section 5, Dr. Giedd explains a
process you know a lot about. He is
talking about myelination, synaptic
branching, and pruning that is unique
to the adolescent brain. He says, “The
complementary mechanisms of
overproduction/selective elimination
allow the brain to specialize in
response to environmental demands.”

(7 minutes)
This is a difficult paragraph. Students should only be
expected to get the gist of the paragraph. Read the
question before you reread the paragraph.

8. Why would both overproducing and
cutting back on synapses make a brain
more adaptable?

As you reread, model the skill of rereading and
summarizing by pausing after every sentence and
repeating it in simpler language. For example, after the
first sentence you may say something like: “So, now we can
study the brain better because we can take pictures of the
inside of the brain.” You may wish to invite students to
grapple with this skill.
Focus the students on the word specialization and
complementary. These will most help them answer the
questions.
Listen for students to say:
– * Overproducing would make the brain more
adaptable because the brain will find new ways to
deal with the environment. The more synapses one
has, the greater chance one will have a synapse to
match the environment.
– * Cutting back would make the brain more
adaptable because the brain will become more
efficient at living in the new environment.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Model Domain-Specific Vocabulary Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
*Note: This chart is added to over the course of several lessons. The items below are added in Lesson
6
Word

Definition

plastic

Something that is plastic can be changed and formed into a different shape. It will hold
the new shape until it is changed again.

brain
plasticity

the ability of the brain to change
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Note: This chart is filled out in different lessons. The bolded items are added in this lesson.
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

The brain needs sleep to
take things from your
short-term memory to
your long-term memory
(Knox)

Also called the “frontal
lobe” (Knox)

“White matter” is called
myelin, and it coats the
nerves and makes them
“communicate” more
effectively (Knox)

Develops earlier than the
PFC (Scholastic)

Your brain does not fully
develop until the mid20s
(Scholastic)

This area helps with
insight and
understanding the effect
of your behavior on
someone else (Knox)
Matures later than other
parts of the brain
(Scholastic)
Right behind your
forehead (Scholastic)
Helps with thinking
ahead and sizing up risk
and reward (Scholastic)
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In order for your brain
to make a decision, tiny
specialized cells “talk”
with each other through
a series of
neurotransmitters, like a
circuit in a computer.
Then the whole network
puts out a response,
which becomes your
outward behavior.
(Scholastic)

So what?

So if the PFC is not as
efficient, then teens may
make decisions without
Plays a central role in
fully realizing long-term
your emotional response consequences. If they do
(Scholastic)
that, then this can be
good (they take daring
Associated with
risks) and bad (they take
decisions made in feeling dangerous risks).
(Scholastic)
When teens make
decisions in emotionally
charged situations—this
one weighs in heavily
(Scholastic)
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 6

Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Note: This chart is filled out in different lessons. The bolded items are added in this lesson.
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

So what?

Information travels from
neuron to neuron by way
of their axons and
dendrites (Scholastic)

The limbic system in the
teen brain is more
sensitive to risk and
reward and gets a bigger
shot of dopamine in
rewarding situations. So
it is more biased toward
seeking out new
information. (Galván)

If the brain is
branching and
pruning in
adolescence, then it
is highly adaptable.
(Giedd)

The space between one
neuron’s axon and the
other neuron’s dendrites
is called its synapse
(Scholastic)
To make the connection
better, the axons wrap
themselves in myelin
through a process called
myelination (Scholastic)
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If it adapted in the
past, then it may
adapt today. If it is
adaptable, then it
may be able to adapt
the digital world.
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Note: This chart is filled out in different lessons. The bolded items are added in this lesson.
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Also, if a synapse isn’t
used often, it is pruned
through synaptic
pruning. Then that
energy is redirected into
more active synapse.
(Scholastic)
Synaptic pruning occurs
based on the choices, the
behavior, and the
environment of an
individual (Scholastic)
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Limbic system

So what?

So if synapses are being
pruned or strengthened
by the activities that
teens spend their time
on, then teens can shape
their brain. And if
activities shape one’s
brain, then one should
be mindful about the
activities that one is
doing. As Dr. Willis says,
“Practice makes
permanent.”
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Lesson 9

Grade 7: Module 4A: Unit 1: Lesson 7
Close Reading: Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution
and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
Exempt third-party content is indicated by the footer: © (name of copyright holder). Used by permission and not subject to Creative Commons license.

GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Long-Term Targets Addressed
I can cite several pieces of text-based evidence to support an analysis of informational text.
I can read above-grade-level texts with scaffolding and support.
I can use a variety of strategies to determine the meaning of unknown words or phrases.
I can analyze the organization of an informational text (including how the major sections contribute to the whole and to the development of the ideas).

Supporting Learning Targets

Ongoing Assessment

• I can identify text-based evidence that does or does not support the main idea of an informational text.
• I can read “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” with support.

• Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent
Brain Evolution” text-dependent questions

• I can analyze photos, video, and quotes to find a main idea.

• Thinking Logs
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Agenda

Teaching Notes

1. Opening

• In this lesson, students continue to read excerpts from “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution.” See the Teaching Notes from Lesson 5 for more about this text.

A. Analyzing the Evidence Entry Task (5 minutes)
2. Work Time
A. Close Reading of Excerpt 3 (18 minutes)
B. Revisit Gallery Walk (15 minutes)
3. Closing and Assessment
A. Thinking Log (7 minutes)
4. Homework
A. Read Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital
Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” and
answer the questions.
B. Continue to read your independent reading book.

• This excerpt centers on the effects of video games on the brain. Because students will be reading several
texts in Unit 2 about video games, today’s learning will be important. Be sure to take the time in Work
Time A to record key information on the class Brain Development anchor chart. Students will continue
to focus on the last column of their anchor chart, writing “if/then” statements. This practice will scaffold
the students toward creating their position paper in Unit 3. Be sure to emphasize that they should use
words and phrases like “may” and “it seems reasonable” to mirror the cautionary tone of scientists.
• Students will revisit the Gallery Walk from Lesson 1 to think about what they now know and what they
still would like to understand better. This reflective process helps them build on new understandings. A
self-monitoring or metacognitive approach can help students develop the ability to take control of their
own learning, define learning goals, and monitor their progress.
• As in the Gallery Walk in Lesson 1, item 1 is a short video, which students can watch on a computer in
the classroom. Cue up the Web page before class starts so that students can click “play” as they get to the
station. Choose whether students will use headphones or listen at the station in small groups (quietly so
that it will not disrupt others).
• The lesson opens with an activity that is designed to help students progress. Students weed out
irrelevant evidence that does not support the main idea of the text they read in Lesson 6. This is
patterned after one of the questions on the end of unit assessment. If you find your students struggling
with this, you may want to take more time on this portion of the lesson.
• In advance:
– Load the multimedia feature from the New York Times Web site:
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/21/technology/20101121-braininteractive.html?ref=technology.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Agenda

Teaching Notes (continued)
– Prepare the Gallery Walk:
• Most items are for display around the room (on chart paper or taped to the wall)—some items are
images and others are quotes.
• Post or place the items around the room in a way that will allow students to move freely and
comfortably from one item to the next.
• Item 2 is the multimedia feature from the New York Times Website, which can be cued up at a
computer station, but will also need to be viewed as a whole class using a digital projector.
– Review the Gallery Walk protocol (see Appendix).
• Post: Learning targets.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Lesson Vocabulary

Materials

(from Excerpt 3): socioeconomic,
ubiquitous (section 2), encompass,
interpersonal formats, infinitely
scalable (section 3), predominant
molecular currency, nucleus
accumbens, commonality (section 4)

• Analyzing the Evidence entry task (one per student)
• Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” (one per student)
• Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” text-dependent questions (one per student; one to
display)
• Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” Close Reading Guide (for teacher reference)
• Document camera
• Brain Development anchor chart—student version (begun in Lesson 2)
• Brain Development anchor chart (begun in Lesson 2)
• Model Brain Development anchor chart (for teacher reference)
• Notices and Wonders note-catcher (begun in Lesson 1)
• “Students and Technology: Constant Companions” (multimedia feature;
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/21/technology/20101121-brain-interactive.html?ref=technology)
(From The New York Times, November 20, 2010 © 2010 The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used by permission and
protected by the Copyright Laws of the United States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or retransmission of this
Content without express written permission is prohibited.)
• Digital projector
• Gallery Walk items (from Lesson 1)
• Thinking Log (begun in Lesson 2)
• Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” (one per student)
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Opening

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Analyzing the Evidence Entry Task (5 minutes)
• Distribute the Analyzing the Evidence entry task. Ask students to complete it individually.

• Checking in with learning targets
helps students self-assess their
learning. This research-based
strategy supports struggling
learners most.

• After a few minutes, ask students to raise their hand if they can identify the piece of evidence that does not support the main
idea. Call on several students. Listen for them to identify the letter “d” as the piece that does not explain that neurons change
according to task and environment.
• Direct students’ attention to the learning targets.

* “I can identify text-based evidence that does or does not support the main idea of an informational text.”
* “I can read ‘The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution’ with support.”
* “I can analyze photos, video, and quotes to find a main idea.”
• Tell students the entry task asked them to weed out irrelevant evidence—that is, a quote that did not support the main idea.
Ask students to write at the top of the entry task a number from 1 to 5. They should write a 1 if they were very confused and
could not identify the piece of evidence that failed to support the main idea. They should write a 5 if they found the piece of
evidence quickly and easily.
• If time permits, ask a student who wrote a 5 to explain her thought process during the entry task. Alternatively, you could
collect this entry task and use it to inform your teaching.
• Explain that the text-dependent questions they will do next will help them read “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent
Brain Evolution.”
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Work Time

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Close Reading of Excerpt 3 (18 minutes)
• Distribute Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution.” Tell students that they will
read this excerpt with support. Also distribute Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution” text-dependent questions and display a copy on a document camera.

• Consider partnering ELL students
who speak the same home language
when discussion of complex content
is required. This can allow students
to have more meaningful
discussions and clarify points in
their native language.

• Work through this handout in concert with Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution” Close Reading Guide. (Be sure to save time for students to add to the anchor chart).
• Invite students to retrieve their Brain Development anchor chart—student version and focus their attention on the
class Brain Development anchor chart. Tell them that you would like to get this information onto the anchor chart. Do
so, using the Model Brain Development anchor chart (for teacher reference) as needed. Consider writing
something like this in the limbic system column:
– “Dopamine is the main neurotransmitter in the limbic system” (Giedd)
– “Dopamine flushes the limbic system during basic biological drives, by substance abuse, and addictive behaviors. It is also
activated by video games.” (Giedd)
• Ask students to turn and talk about what to write in the last column:

* “Create ‘if/then’ statements from the information we learned about the video games, dopamine, and the limbic system.”
• After 1 minute, ask students to share out. Use the class discussion to add to the anchor chart and invite students to record
the information on their own anchor charts. Consider writing something like this:
– “If video games activate dopamine in the brain similarly to addictive behaviors, then a person may become addicted to
video games in the same way someone can be addicted to behaviors.”
B. Revisit Gallery Walk (15 minutes)
• Distribute students’ filled-in Notices and Wonders note-catcher from Lesson 1.
• Direct students’ attention to the multimedia feature “Students and Technology: Constant Companions” cued up on
the digital projector.
• Explain that they will do one notice and wonder together before they work independently in the Gallery Walk. Tell students
to notice how this relates to the ideas explored in their close reading today.

• Protocols such as a Gallery Walks
are an engaging opportunity for
students to reflect on their own
learning. Developing reflection
supports all students, but research
shows it supports struggling
learners most.

• Play the audio under “A Shot of Energy: Ramon Ochoa Lopez.” The audio is 1 minute, 28 seconds.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

• Give students a minute to write down their thoughts. Then cold call on students. Listen for them to say that the reason
Ramon loves video games is the dopamine in his brain—the “shot of energy,” as he calls it. But they know that dopamine is
also one of the neurotransmitters that a person can get “addicted to.” Perhaps they wonder if Ramon is addicted to video
games. Remind students that the word “addiction” is defined in the Gallery Walk.
• Tell students they will re-examine the Gallery Walk items from Lesson 1, including quotes, images, and the video. Some
of the information will now seem familiar, but some might still be new and interesting; students should add anything they
observe, or that is still new or interesting, in the Notices column. They also may still find some of the information surprising
or may have additional questions that are not answered in the image or quote. They can add any questions in the Wonders
column.
• Review the Gallery Walk protocol as needed and get students in small groups with their note-catchers to begin.
• Ask them to silently wander to each image, quote, or the video and write down what they notice and what they wonder for
about 8 minutes. They may linger at any item and not worry about getting to all the items. Invite students to play
multimedia feature from the New York Times Website at the computer station. They can revisit Ramon’s audio or play any
other student’s audio. Remind students of the norms for moving calmly around the room and moving to the images, quotes,
or video where there are fewer classmates.
• Invite students to begin the Gallery Walk. Consider participating in this step and writing your own notices and wonders. Or
circulate to listen in and clarify procedures as needed.
• After 8 minutes, invite students to sit and finish writing their thoughts, especially adding to their thinking at the bottom of
the note-catcher. Starting with notices, allow students to “popcorn” discuss any of the ideas they have written down. Next,
invite them to “popcorn” discuss the questions that they still have after the Gallery Walk. Tell them that their questions may
become research questions for Unit 2. Collect the Notices and Wonders note-catchers.
• Congratulate students on how much they have learned about adolescent brain since Lesson 1. Point out specific learning that
students didn’t know in the first Gallery Walk but did know in the second, as well as deeper and/or different questions
formed based on greater understanding of the adolescent brain.
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GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 7
Close Reading:
Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Closing and Assessment

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Thinking Log (7 minutes)
• Ask students to retrieve their Thinking Logs. Then have them pair up and discuss this question before writing:

* “How has revisiting the resources in the Gallery Walk clarified your thinking about adolescent brain development?”
• Then have students respond in their Thinking Log (Lesson 7).
• Time permitting, cold call students to share their current thinking.

Homework

Meeting Students’ Needs

• Read Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” and answer the
questions. Use the scaffolding steps to help you.
• Continue to read your independent reading book.
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Analyzing the Evidence:
Entry Task
Name:
Date:
Directions:
In Lesson 6, you learned about the adaptability of the brain. You learned that the brain is very
adaptable because it literally, physically changes. Its neurons change to fit the tasks it needs to
perform in order to thrive in whatever environment it is in.
These are all pieces of evidence from texts throughout Unit 1. Most of the following pieces of evidence
support your learning from Lesson 6. Which one of these does not? Circle the letter and explain
why in the space below.
a) “For instance, if you play guitar every day, your brain will have more fine-motor synapses than if
you spend your time listening to Fall Out Boy on your MP3 player (in that case, audio synapse would
rule).” (Bernstein)
b) “This means that teens have the potential, through their choices and behaviors they engage in, to
shape their own brain development—strengthening some circuits and getting rid of others. This
makes the kind of activities that teens are involved in especially important.” (Scholastic)
c) “Your experiences and the people you affiliate with shape the way your brain ultimately develops.”
(Galván)
d) “The nerve cells that connect teenagers’ frontal lobes with the rest of their brains are sluggish.
Teenagers don’t have as much of the fatty coating called myelin, or ‘white matter,’ that adults have in
this area.” (Knox)
e) “When you review or practice something you’ve learned, dendrites actually grow between nerve
cells in the network that holds that memory.” (Willis)
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Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
Name:
Date:
From “Entertainment”

Gist Notes and Vocabulary

(1) The most common forms of digital entertainment are TV (4.5
hours/day), music (3 hours/day), and non-gaming use of
computers (1.5 hours/day). Next most common are video games
(1.25 hours/day)—from computers, the Internet, game consoles,
or handheld/mobile devices.
(2) Video games are a $25 billion per year industry and are
popular and available across socioeconomic status and
gender—99% of teen boys and 94% of teen girls play video games
on one or more of the above platforms. The amount of time spent
on video games is increasing across all age groups as the quality
and variety of games continues to improve and the availability of
mobile devices becomes more ubiquitous.

socioeconomic=
ubiquitous=seems to be
everywhere

(3) Highly popular games encompass a wide range of genres,
degree of intellectual demand, and solitary versus
interpersonal formats. Game consoles such as Wii Fit and
Kinect interact with body movement providing infinitely
scalable physical challenges that blur the distinction between
video gaming and conventional athletic endeavors.

Encompass=
Interpersonal formats=
infinitely scalable=it can always
get higher or more challenging

(4) From a neurobiological perspective, the popularity of the
games reflects their capacity to stimulate the brain’s reward
circuitry. Dopamine is the predominant molecular currency
of the reward system, and a key component of the circuitry is the
nucleus accumbens. The commonality of reward circuitry
across domains is striking. All of our basic drives (e.g., hunger,
sex, sleep), all substances of abuse, and everything that may lead
to addiction (i.e., compulsive behavior characterized by loss of
control and continuation despite adverse consequences) increases
dopamine in the nucleus accumbens.

Predominant molecular
currency=the most often used
Nucleus accumbens=a part of the
brain that is part of the limbic
system
Commonality=

Geidd, Jay N., M.D. "The Digital Revolution and Adolescent Brain Evolution." National Center for Biotechnology Information. National Institute of Health, 5 Aug.
2012. Web. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3432415/
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Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Text-Dependent Questions
Questions

Notes

1. What is the purpose of the first
paragraph? Is it to define terms,
identify a problem, illustrate a
problem with an anecdote, or give
background? Why?

2. In the second paragraph, Dr. Giedd
quotes the statistic that “99% of
teen boys and 94% of teen girls play
video games.” What statement does
this evidence support?

3. Compare the information in the
second paragraph with the different
information in the third. What do
they have in common? How are
they different?

4. If you take out the parenthetical
phrases of the last sentence, it
reads: “All of our basic drives, all
substances of abuse, and everything
that may lead to addiction increases
dopamine in the nucleus
accumbens.”
What do video games have in common
with our basic drives, drugs, and
addictive behaviors?
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Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Text-Dependent Questions
Questions

Notes

How might this relate to the main idea
of this section that video games are
popular?
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Excerpt 3 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Total Time: 15 minutes
Questions

Close Reading Guide

1. What is the purpose of the first
paragraph? Is it to define terms,
identify a problem, use an anecdote
to illustrate a problem, or give
background? Why?
2. In the second paragraph, Dr. Giedd
quotes the statistic that “99% of
teen boys and 94% of teen girls play
video games.” Why statement does
this evidence support?

(7 minutes)
Read the excerpt once.

3. Compare the information in the
second paragraph with the different
information in the third. What do
they have in common? How are
they different?

Ask the Questions 1–3 one at a time. For each question,
ask students to think individually and then raise their
hands when they know the answer. When most of the class
has a hand up, cold call on several students to share out.

Then reread Paragraphs 1–3. Clarify any vocabulary in this
section. You may wish to prompt with questions like these:
“Socioeconomic” was in your homework from Lesson 5.
What did it mean?
The sentence says “solitary versus interpersonal,” so
interpersonal is the opposite of solitary. What does it
mean?

Listen for students to say:
1. The purpose is to define terms. He starts defining
different types of entertainment and then explains what
he means by “video games.”
2. That video games are very popular across gender.
3. They are both about video games, but the second is
about how popular they are while the third is about
what kinds there are.
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4. If you take out the parenthetical
phrases of the last sentence, it
reads: “All of our basic drives, all
substances of abuse, and everything
that may lead to addiction increases
dopamine in the nucleus
accumbens.”
What do video games have in common
with our basic drives, drugs, and
addictive behaviors?

How might this relate to the main idea
of this section that video games are
popular?

(8 minutes)
Reread the last paragraph. Clarify the vocabulary with a
question like this:
The base of this word is “common.” How does that help
you?
Model rephrasing for the students. Rephrase the first
sentence by saying something like: “When you look at it
from a brain science perspective, you can see that video
games are popular because they tap into our limbic
system.”
Then say something like this: “The next sentence will tell
us two important things about the reward system or limbic
system. Raise your hand when you can identify them.”
Reread the second sentence and pause to let students
identify the information. Ask students to share out. Listen
for: Dopamine is the main neurotransmitter in the
reward system, and the nucleus accumbens is major part
of the limbic system.
Move on to Question 4. Reread the remainder of the
paragraph. Ask the question. Give students time to think
individually and then raise their hands when they know
the answer. When most of the class has a hand up, cold
call on several students to share out.
Listen for students to say:
Video games also increase dopamine levels in the reward
center.
Because video games stimulate dopamine like our basic
drives, drugs, and addictions, they can feel as addictive
or as necessary as those. Therefore, because they make
our brain feel this way, they are popular.
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Note: This chart is filled out in different lessons. The bolded items are added in this lesson.
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

The brain needs sleep to
take things from your
short-term memory to
your long-term memory
(Knox)

Also called the “frontal
lobe” (Knox)

“White matter” is called
myelin, and it coats the
nerves and makes them
“communicate” more
effectively (Knox)

Develops earlier than the
PFC (Scholastic)

Your brain does not fully
develop until the mid20s
(Scholastic)

This area helps with
insight and
understanding the effect
of your behavior on
someone else (Knox)
Matures later than other
parts of the brain
(Scholastic)
Right behind your
forehead (Scholastic)
Helps with thinking
ahead and sizing up risk
and reward (Scholastic)

Created by Expeditionary Learning, on behalf of Public Consulting Group, Inc.
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In order for your brain
to make a decision, tiny
specialized cells “talk”
with each other through
a series of
neurotransmitters, like a
circuit in a computer.
Then the whole network
puts out a response,
which becomes your
outward behavior.
(Scholastic)

So what?

So if the PFC is not as
efficient, then teens may
make decisions without
Plays a central role in
fully realizing long-term
your emotional response consequences. If they do
(Scholastic)
that, then this can be
good (they take daring
Associated with
risks) and bad (they take
decisions made in feeling dangerous risks).
(Scholastic)
When teens make
decisions in emotionally
charged situations—this
one weighs in heavily
(Scholastic)
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

So what?

Information travels from
neuron to neuron by way
of their axons and
dendrites (Scholastic)

The limbic system in the
teen brain is more
sensitive to risk and
reward and gets a bigger
shot of dopamine in
rewarding situations. So
it is more biased toward
seeking out new
information. (Galván)

If video games
activate dopamine in
the brain similarly to
addictive behaviors,
then a person may
become addicted to
video games in the
same way someone
can be addicted to
behaviors.

The space between one
neuron’s axon and the
other neuron’s dendrites
is called its synapse
(Scholastic)
To make the connection
better, the axons wrap
themselves in myelin
through a process called
myelination (Scholastic)
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Dopamine is the
main
neurotransmitter in
the limbic system
(Giedd)

If the brain is branching
and pruning in
adolescence, then it is
highly adaptable.
(Giedd)
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

So what?

Also, if a synapse isn’t
used often, it is pruned
through synaptic
pruning. Then that
energy is redirected into
more active synapse.
(Scholastic)

The limbic system is
activated during
basic biological
drives, by substance
abuse, and addictive
behaviors. It is also
activated by video
games. Giedd

If it adapted in the past,
then it may adapt today.
If it is adaptable, then it
may be able to adapt the
digital world.

Synaptic pruning occurs
based on the choices, the
behavior, and the
environment of an
individual (Scholastic)
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So if synapses are being
pruned or strengthened
by the activities that
teens spend their time
on, then teens can shape
their brain. And if
activities shape one’s
brain, then one should
be mindful about the
activities that one is
doing. As Dr. Willis says,
“Practice makes
permanent.”
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Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
Name:
Date:
Directions: Please read the excerpt below. Then follow the scaffolding steps to summarize and
rephrase the main idea.
From “Entertainment: Attention Economy”
In the fiercely competitive video game industry, top selling games are masterful at engaging our
brain’s reward system. Homework is up against some challenging foes. Might the availability of
technologies that can persistently keep dopamine levels so high raise the threshold for what our
brains deem rewarding in terms of relationships, studying, or working toward other long-term goals
that may not have immediate reinforcements?
Scaffolding steps:
1. Circle five words that you would benefit from reviewing their definition. Using a dictionary,
context clues, or an adult, find the definition of those words.
2. Rewrite the gist of each sentence or phrase in your own words:
a) In the fiercely competitive video game industry, top selling games are masterful at engaging
our brain’s reward system.
b) Homework is up against some challenging foes.

c) Might the availability of technologies that can persistently keep dopamine levels so high …

d) … raise the threshold for what our brains deem rewarding in terms of relationships, studying,
or working toward other long-term goals that may not have immediate reinforcements?

Geidd, Jay N., M.D. "The Digital Revolution and Adolescent Brain Evolution." National Center for Biotechnology Information. National Institute of Health, 5 Aug.
2012. Web. <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3432415/>
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Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
3. Now reread the paragraph again.

4. What is the problem Dr. Giedd is wondering about? Explain in your own words.

Bonus: Think about the words “attention” and “economy.” Explain what the title means.
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Lesson 10

Grade 7: Module 4A: Unit 1: Lesson 8
Close Reading: Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution
and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
Exempt third-party content is indicated by the footer: © (name of copyright holder). Used by permission and not subject to Creative Commons license.

GRADE 7: MODULE 4A: UNIT 1: LESSON 8
Close Reading:
Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Long-Term Targets Addressed
I can cite several pieces of text-based evidence to support an analysis of informational text.
I can read above-grade-level texts with scaffolding and support.
I can use a variety of strategies to determine the meaning of unknown words or phrases.

Supporting Learning Targets

Ongoing Assessment

• I can determine the main idea in Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution.”

• Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the
Adolescent Brain Evolution”

• I can use a variety of strategies to figure out the meaning of new vocabulary.

• Excerpt 4 text-dependent questions

• I can read above-grade-level texts with support.

• Thinking Logs
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Close Reading:
Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Agenda

Teaching Notes

1. Opening

• In this lesson, students continue to read excerpts from “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution.” See Teaching Notes from Lesson 5 for more on this text. As this is their third encounter with
the text-dependent question activity, students will work more independently today.

A. Entry Task: Defining Vocabulary Words from Unit 1
(2 minutes)
B. Sharing Unit I Vocabulary (6 minutes)
C. Reviewing Learning Targets (2 minutes)
2. Work Time
A. Analyzing the Main Idea (7 Minutes)
B. Excerpt 5: Text-Dependent Questions (18 minutes)
3. Closing and Assessment
A. Thinking Logs (4 minutes)
B. Adding to the Brain Development Anchor Chart (6
minutes)
4. Homework
A. Continue reading your independent reading book.

• This excerpt centers on social interaction in the digital world. Today’s learning is central to
understanding the model essay in Unit 3.
• As in Lesson 7, students will add “if/then” statements to their Brain Development anchor chart. Being
able to practice making inferences from science will scaffold them toward creating their position paper
in Unit 3. Remind students to use words and phrases like “may” and “it seems reasonable” to mirror the
cautionary tone of scientists.
• Collect but do not grade Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution.” Rather, use it as formative assessment. Students will need it again in Lesson 9.
• In advance:
– Load the multimedia feature from the New York Times Web site:
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/21/technology/20101121-braininteractive.html?ref=technology.
– Prepare Quiz-Quiz-Trade cards (see supporting materials) and review the Quiz-Quiz-Trade protocol.
– Decide how best to group students into triads for Work Time B.
– Consider posting the Domain-Specific Vocabulary anchor chart.
• Post: Learning targets.
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Close Reading:
Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Lesson Vocabulary

Materials

No new vocabulary

• Unit 1 Vocabulary Quiz-Quiz-Trade cards (one card per student)
• Domain-Specific Vocabulary anchor chart (optional; begun in Lesson 2)
• Analyzing the Main Ideas: Sam Crocker (one per student)
• “Students and Technology: Constant Companions” (multimedia feature;
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/21/technology/20101121-brain-interactive.html?ref=technology)
(From The New York Times, November 20, 2010 © 2010 The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used by permission and
protected by the Copyright Laws of the United States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or retransmission of this
Content without express written permission is prohibited.)
• Digital projector
• Analyzing the Main Ideas: Sam Crocker (answers, for teacher reference)
• Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” (one per student)
• Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” text-dependent questions (one per student; one to
display)
• Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” Close Reading Guide (for teacher reference)
• Document camera
• Thinking Logs (begun in Lesson 2)
• Model Brain Development anchor chart (for teacher reference)
• Brain Development anchor chart—student version (begun in Lesson 2)
• Brain Development anchor chart (begun in Lesson 2)
• Note cards or sticky notes (two per student pairs)
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Close Reading:
Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Opening

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Entry Task: Defining Vocabulary Words from Unit 1 (2 minutes)
• Distribute one vocabulary card for each student from the Unit 1 Vocabulary Quiz-Quiz-Trade cards.

• If students need help defining the
word, prompt them to look at their
neurologist notebooks, DomainSpecific Vocabulary anchor chart, or
other classroom resources.

• Ask students to write the definition of the word on the back of the card. Remind them that they can use their prior
neurologist notebook entries or any of their readings to define the word. If you have posted the Domain-Specific Vocabulary
anchor chart, you may suggest the students use it. Consider covering it at this time but letting the students reference it after
step 6 to check themselves.

• Consider allowing students to
choose from multiple
representations (words, pictures,
etc.) on the back of the Quiz-QuizTrade card to help define the word.
• Checking in with learning targets
helps students self-assess their
learning. This research-based
strategy supports struggling
learners most.

B. Sharing Unit 1 Vocabulary (6 minutes)
• Let students know that they will be doing the Quiz-Quiz-Trade protocol. Briefly review the directions:
1.

When prompted, find a partner and show him or her the vocabulary word on your card.

2. Your partner will use his or her resources to try to define your word.

• Allowing students to discuss with a
partner before writing or sharing
with the whole class is a low-stress
strategy to help them process in a
risk-free situation.

3. Then the process repeats, with you defining your partner’s word.
4. After both of you have tried to determine the meaning of the words, share the correct definitions, then trade cards and
find new partners.
5. Clarify directions as needed, and then invite the class to begin. Circulate to guide students and to listen in on their
understanding of the words.
6. Once students have partnered up four times, ask them to return to their seats.
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Close Reading:
Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Opening (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

C. Reviewing Learning Targets (2 minutes)
• Read the day’s learning targets aloud or ask a volunteer to do so.
• Remind students of the Fist to Five technique (introduced in Module 1).
• Cold call a few students to provide evidence for the rating they gave themselves.
Tell students that today they will review the homework in preparation for their end of unit assessment (in Lesson 10), during
which they will need to identify and evaluate arguments.

Work Time

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Analyzing the Main Idea (7 minutes)
• Distribute Analyzing the Main Ideas: Sam Crocker.
• Direct the students’ attention to the multimedia feature “Students and Technology: Constant Companions” cued up
on the digital projector.
• Play the audio under “The Illusion of Social Interaction: Sam Crocker.” The audio is 1:18. Repeat the audio at least two more
times.
• Give students a minute to write down their thoughts. Then cold call on students. Use Analyzing the Main Ideas: Sam
Crocker (answers, for teacher reference) for suggested responses.
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Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

B. Excerpt 5: Text-Dependent Questions (18 minutes)
• Arrange students in pairs.

• Hearing a complex text read slowly,
fluently, and without interruption or
explanation promotes
comprehension and fluency for
students: They are hearing a strong
reader read the text aloud with
accuracy and expression and are
simultaneously looking at and
thinking about the words on the
printed page. Be sure to set clear
expectations that students read
along silently in their heads as you
read the text aloud.

• Distribute Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution.” Also distribute Excerpt 5
of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution” Text-Dependent Questions and display a copy
on a document camera.
• Work through this handout in concert with the Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain
Evolution” Close Reading Guide.
• Keep students in pairs for the Closing activities.
• Note: Remember to collect Homework: Excerpt 4 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution.”

Closing and Assessment

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Thinking Logs (4 minutes)
• Ask students to retrieve their Thinking Logs (from Lesson 2) and answer the questions for Lesson 8:
– In “Attention Economy,” Dr. Giedd argues that “real-life” activities like traditional homework, talking to friends, and
working toward a long-term goal usually don’t provide the same jolt of dopamine of media devices. Why might that be a
problem for students?
– What else are you wondering about the adolescent brain’s development?
• After a few minutes, ask students to “popcorn” out their answers.
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Close Reading:
Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”

Closing and Assessment (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

B. Adding to the Brain Development Anchor Chart (6 minutes)
• Refer to the Model Brain Development anchor chart (for teacher reference) as needed for this section of the
lesson.

• Consider supporting your struggling
students by providing half of the
If/Then statement. You may prompt
them with:

• Remind students that the class has been practicing making “if/then” statements from the reading.
• Invite students to retrieve their Brain Development anchor chart—student version and focus their attention on the
class Brain Development anchor chart. Add new information to the “prefrontal cortex” column of the anchor chart and
ask students to do the same on their own copies:
– “The PFC is central hub of social circuitry. (Giedd)”
• Ask students to turn and talk with their partner:

• If you’re extra sensitive to dopamine
then…
• If there are non-verbal social cues
that can only be learned in the
physical presence of a person then if
you are mostly socializing online….

* “What ‘if/then’ statement can you make from the learning about the social brain today?”
• After a minute, ask students to share out. Circle the statement you just wrote and draw a line to the “So what?” column.
Write something like:
– “If the PFC is the social hub and it is still developing in teens, then teens may still need practice with social skills.”
– “If there are non-verbal social cues that can only be learned in the physical presence of a person, then if someone is mostly
socializing online he or she may not learn those skills.”
• Distribute note cards (or sticky notes if the class anchor chart is posted on the wall).
• Ask students to make at least two more “if/then” statements with their partner. They can use their learning from today or
from any other reading.
• Look for students to write things like:
– If you’re extra sensitive to dopamine, then you may crave activities that activate dopamine more.
– If you are synaptic pruning based on your behavior, then your behavior may be shaping your brain.
– If your prefrontal cortex isn’t fully available, then you should ask for help when you make decisions.
• Students may place their sticky notes on the anchor chart as they leave (if it’s on chart paper) or hand in their note cards. Be
sure they write their names on them. Transfer the students’ ideas to the class anchor chart either during or after class.
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Homework

Meeting Students’ Needs

• Continue reading your independent reading book.
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Vocabulary Quiz-Quiz-Trade Cards

neurological development

electrochemical
impulse

neurons

neurotransmitter

prefrontal cortex
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Vocabulary Quiz-Quiz-Trade Cards

limbic system

dendrites

neural impulse

synapse

axons

myelination

myelin

synaptic pruning
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Vocabulary Quiz-Quiz-Trade Cards

brain pathways

dopamine

plastic

brain plasticity

adaptable

social cognition

gray matter

neural insulation
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Vocabulary Quiz-Quiz-Trade Cards

neuroscientists

socioeconomic
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Analyzing the Main Ideas: Sam Crocker
Name:
Date:
Directions: The audio selection you will listen to today has two main ideas. As you listen, write down
at least two supporting details for each main idea. You will hear it three times.
Main idea:
My attention span has gotten worse.

Main idea:
The social interactions on Facebook are an
illusion.

Supporting details:

Supporting details:

Which main idea best relates to the reading you did last night? Why?
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Analyzing the Main Ideas: Sam Crocker
(Answers, For Teacher Reference)
Directions: The audio selection you will listen to today has two main ideas. As you listen, write down
at least two supporting details for each main idea. You will hear it three times.
Main idea:
My attention span has gotten worse.

Main idea:
The social interactions are an illusion.

It’s harder for me to do nothing.
I want to fill empty time.
It’s hard to focus on one stream of
information.

Reading about other people’s lives is not
real interaction.
I learn things about people that I don’t
care about.
I feel like I need to be in touch with the
outside world, but it’s an illusion.

Which main idea best relates to the reading you did last night? Why?
The main idea that best relates is the fact that Sam’s attention span has gotten worse.
He says he can’t sit and do nothing. He also cannot focus on one thing at a time. It’s as if
doing nothing or doing one thing doesn’t provide enough stimulation for him. In the
reading last night, Dr. Giedd asked if someone’s brain might get used to a certain level
of dopamine and immediate reinforcement. It seems that Sam’s is used to the
artificially high levels of dopamine from constant stimulation, so he feels restless if he
doesn’t have that stimulation.
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Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”
Name:
Date:

From “Digital Revolution—Social”

Gist Notes and Vocabulary

(1) The human brain is a social brain. Our ability to gauge the
moods and intentions of others, to detect the truth or falsehood
of their communications, to discern friend from foe, and to
form alliances are among its most complex and important tasks.
These skills are of premier importance to fulfill our biological
imperatives of staying alive (through the protection of the
group) and reproducing. From this perspective, it is no wonder
that so much of our brains is dedicated to social cognition …

Gauge=
Discern=
Biological imperative= the thing
we must do to live
Social cognition=

(2) The central hub of circuitry related to social skills is the latematuring highly plastic prefrontal cortex. Like any complex
skills, mastery requires lots of practice. Much of the
discernment relies on exquisitely subtle detection of non-verbal
cues such as slight changes in eye gaze, millisecond differences
in speech timing, synchrony of response to shared
environmental stimuli, breathing patterns, body posture,
touch, odors, etc. Might the increasing reliance on digital social
interactions hinder exposure to the “real-world” experiences
necessary to master these most important skills?

Mastery=if you have mastery in
something, you are really good at
it.
Synchrony=occurring at the same
time
Stimuli=
Hinder=stop or limit

Geidd, Jay N., M.D. "The Digital Revolution and Adolescent Brain Evolution." National Center for Biotechnology Information. National Institute of Health, 5 Aug.
2012. Web. <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3432415/>
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Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Text Dependent Questions
Questions

Notes

1. Dr. Giedd states, “The human brain
is a social brain.” He then goes on to
describe four important social tasks
that a person’s brain must be able to
do. Describe those four tasks in
your own words.

2. Dr. Giedd describes the prefrontal
cortex as the “late-maturing highly
plastic prefrontal cortex.” What
does this statement tell us about the
prefrontal cortex?

3. Referring to the social skills that a
human being needs, Dr. Giedd says,
“Like any complex skills, mastery
requires lots of practice.” How
might someone practice social
skills?

4. What is a non-verbal cue?

5. What is one of the non-verbal cues
Dr. Giedd lists?
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Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Text Dependent Questions
Questions

Notes

6. Dr. Giedd describes the non-verbal
cues as “exquisitely subtle.” Which
of these phrases does NOT reinforce
that idea:
“slight changes,” “millisecond
differences,” or “breathing patterns”

7. Why might these be hard to practice
if you are socializing digitally?

8. Paraphrase this question in your
own words:
“Might the increasing reliance on
digital social interactions hinder
exposure to the ‘real-world’
experiences necessary to master
these most important skills?”
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Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Total Time: 18 minutes
Questions

Close Reading Guide

1. Dr. Giedd states, “The human brain
is a social brain.” He then goes on to
describe four important social tasks
that a person’s brain must be able to
do. Describe those four tasks in
your own words.

(8 minutes)
Read the excerpt once.
Pause to clarify the vocabulary. You may wish to prompt
the students with these vocabulary questions:
What is a gas gauge? What does it do?
The Latin root “cogn-” means to know. How does that
help you?
The prefix “dis-” means apart from. How does that help
you? (Point out “discernment” in the next paragraph.)
Read the first question. Then reread the first paragraph.
Make sure you pause at the comma after each social task.
To further assist students, you may want to hold up fingers
to indicate the first, second, etc.
Give students a moment to answer the question on their
own and then ask them to turn and talk with their partner.
Ask partners to raise their hands when they can identify
the four tasks of Question 1.

2. Dr. Giedd describes the prefrontal
cortex as the “late-maturing highly
plastic prefrontal cortex.” What
does this statement tell us about the
prefrontal cortex?
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When most hands are raised, call on students.
Listen for them to say: to tell how others are feeling, to tell
who is a friend and who is an enemy, to tell if someone is
lying, and to make friends.
Reread the second paragraph.
For the next 10 minutes, students will work in pairs on
Questions 2–8. Because this is the third close reading the
students have completed, in this lesson you will give them
a chance to answer with a partner instead of whole class.
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Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Questions

Close Reading Guide

3. Referring to the social skills that a
human being needs, Dr. Giedd says,
“Like any complex skills, mastery
requires lots of practice.”

You may consider working with a group of struggling
students or circulating to provide assistance.
Listen for students to something like:
2. The PFC matures late and is very changeable.
3. “Like any hard skill, in order to become very good at it,
one needs to do it over and over again.” Someone
practices social skills by being around and trying to
relate to people.

Rephrase that sentence.

How might someone practice social
skills?
4. What is a non-verbal cue?

4. A non-verbal cue is something that is not said in words,
i.e., body language.

5. What is one of the non-verbal cues
Dr. Giedd lists?

5. Changes in breathing patterns, body postures, eye
gaze, etc.

6. Dr. Giedd describes the non-verbal
cues as “exquisitely subtle.” Which
of these words does NOT reinforce
that idea:

6. “Breathing patterns” does not reinforce the idea of
subtle.

“slight changes, “millisecond
differences,” or “breathing patterns”

7. Because you need to be physically around someone to
practice non-verbal cues.

7. Why might these be hard to practice
if you are socializing digitally?
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Excerpt 5 of “The Digital Revolution and the Adolescent Brain Evolution”:
Close Reading Guide
(For Teacher Reference)
Questions
8. Paraphrase this question in your
own words:

Close Reading Guide
8. If we are interacting socially, will we still get enough
practice with non-verbal social cues to get good at
socializing?

“Might the increasing reliance on
digital social interactions hinder
exposure to the ‘real-world’
experiences necessary to master
these most important skills?”
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Note: This chart is filled out in different lessons. The bolded items are added in this lesson.
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

The brain needs sleep to
take things from your
short-term memory to
your long-term memory
(Knox)

Also called the “frontal
lobe” (Knox)

“White matter” is called
myelin, and it coats the
nerves and makes them
“communicate” more
effectively (Knox)

Develops earlier than the
PFC (Scholastic)

Your brain does not fully
develop until the mid20s
(Scholastic)

This area helps with
insight and
understanding the effect
of your behavior on
someone else (Knox)
Matures later than other
parts of the brain
(Scholastic)
Right behind your
forehead (Scholastic)
Helps with thinking
ahead and sizing up risk
and reward (Scholastic)
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In order for your brain
to make a decision, tiny
specialized cells “talk”
with each other through
a series of
neurotransmitters, like a
circuit in a computer.
Then the whole network
puts out a response,
which becomes your
outward behavior.
(Scholastic)

So what?

So if the PFC is not as
efficient, then teens may
make decisions without
Plays a central role in
fully realizing long-term
your emotional response consequences. If they do
(Scholastic)
that, then this can be
good (they take daring
Associated with
risks) and bad (they take
decisions made in feeling dangerous risks).
(Scholastic)
When teens make
decisions in emotionally
charged situations—this
one weighs in heavily
(Scholastic)
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

So what?

The PFC is the
central hub of social
circuitry (Giedd)

Information travels from
neuron to neuron by way
of their axons and
dendrites (Scholastic)

The limbic system in the
teen brain is more
sensitive to risk and
reward and gets a bigger
shot of dopamine in
rewarding situations. So
it is more biased toward
seeking out new
information. (Galván)

If the PFC is the
social hub and it is
still developing in
teens, then teens may
still need practice
with social skills.
If there are nonverbal social cues
that can only be
learned in the
physical presence of
a person, then if
someone is mostly
socializing online he
or she may not learn
those skills.

The space between one
neuron’s axon and the
other neuron’s dendrites
is called its synapse
(Scholastic)
To make the connection
better, the axons wrap
themselves in myelin
through a process called
myelination (Scholastic)
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Dopamine is the main
neurotransmitter in the
limbic system (Giedd)
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

So what?

Also, if a synapse isn’t
used often, it is pruned
through synaptic
pruning. Then that
energy is redirected into
more active synapse.
(Scholastic)

The limbic system is
activated during basic
biological drives, by
substance abuse, and
addictive behaviors. It is
also activated by video
games. Giedd

If video games activate
dopamine in the brain
similarly to addictive
behaviors, then a person
may become addicted to
video games in the same
way someone can be
addicted to behaviors.

Synaptic pruning occurs
based on the choices, the
behavior, and the
environment of an
individual (Scholastic)

If the brain is branching
and pruning in
adolescence, then it is
highly adaptable.
(Giedd)
If it adapted in the past,
then it may adapt today.
If it is adaptable, then it
may be able to adapt the
digital world.
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Model Brain Development Anchor Chart
(For Teacher Reference)
Other developmental
information

Prefrontal cortex

Neurons

Limbic system

So what?

So if synapses are being
pruned or strengthened
by the activities that
teens spend their time
on, then teens can shape
their brain. And if
activities shape one’s
brain, then one should
be mindful about the
activities that one is
doing. As Dr. Willis says,
“Practice makes
permanent.”
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